A framework for a supervisory controller to manage hard and soft exceptions on a shop floor is discussed. Various tasks involved in managing exceptions, the times at which these tasks are to be performed, and their impact on the performance of a supervisory controller are studied. Online simulation methodology is utilized to detect, classify, and handle exceptions.
INTRODUCTION
A tremendous amount of research is being conducted in the area of supervisory control of manufacturing systems. The relationships among the essential control aspects of a manufacturing system are often captured in object-oriented frameworks.
Objects representing parts, machines, and tools are utilized in a tool management system to optimize the performance of a manufacturing cell (Bu-Hulaiga and Chakravarty 1988) . Also, several object-oriented control frameworks for scheduling rail guided vehicles (Rogers and Williams 1988) and for managing AGVS (Powner and Walburn 1990) are found in the literature. Manufacturing control strategies are often represented using a hierarchical framework (Swyt 1988 ). Control at the machine level is performed via state-tables in realtime; whereas, the cell level control is achieved offline by search algorithms to generate a routing and scheduling combination.
A hierarchical blackboard architecture for modeling and analyzing manufacturing cells is described in (Young and Rossi 1988) . A control methodology for FMS encompassing the cell and work stations is presented by (Ben-Arieh et al. 1988; Harmonosky 1990) . Several researchers have relied upon object-oriented simulation to solve a variety of control problems in manufacturing (Bischak and Roberts 1991; Shewchuk and Chang 1991 ). An event-time synchronization method is designed to ensure that a simulation model linked with a production cell reflects the same behavior and complex pattern of events occurring on the shop floor (Manivannan et al. 1991) . A timed-discrete event system is devised using a formal language to monitor the behavior of a production cell, synthesize and enforce control, and provide offline feedback (Brandin et al. 1992) . Recently, the use of online simulation for supervisory control has been advanced.
A knowledge-based online simulation architecture has been developed to handle interruptions caused by single machine breakdowns and rush orders in a flexible manufacturing cell . Figure 1 shows the periodic control and exception management activities performed using offline and online algorithms on a shop floor. Offline algorithms are used to perform planning, scheduling and routing functions. These activities are managed by a human supemisor.
Automatic control devices such as PLCS continuously interact with online procedures to perform both the hardware control and the schedule changes due to breakdowns, rush orders, and the major deviations in the original plans. If the predetermined schedule is carried out as planned, then the only online controllers required are those responsible for the actual implementation of control procedures (e.g., downloading a variety of CNC programs). In such cases, offline analyses are performed only at predetermined time intervals and the resulting schedules are implemented.
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However, a priori plans are almost never realized in practice due to unexpected events or trends that cause the behavior of the shop floor to differ from the supervisor's expectations.
These events, known as exceptions, are dif13cult to manage using offline control algorithms and require online data acquisition systems, a detailed model of the shop floor operations, and fast analysis tools. An integrated framework is needed to solve online control problems in complex systems. In this paper, we focus on the issues of developing a supervisory control architecture for managing exceptions in a manufacturing cell via online simulation. The architecture is based on the fact that there is already an offline control mechanism in place to provide acceptable schedules and product routings.
EXCEPTION MANAGEMENT PROBLEM
Exception management involves solving problems in three distinct areas: detection, classification, and handling. Exception detection refers to the identification of differences between expected and actual performance of shop floor entities, resources, and activities that require a human supervisor's attention. The most recent data from the shop floor is required to ascertain its current status. In addition, knowledge of the actual and expected behavior of the shop floor and an approach to detect departures from this expectation are needed, Exception classi@ation refers to the determination of the number and type of exception detected. For instance, an operator reports that an AGV is out of order. This exception can be classified as transporter unavailability. 
Exception Detection
Detection is the first and the most important step in managing exceptions. We classifi exception detection into hard and soft. Hard exceptions are those tangible events that force the performance of the shop floor to change in some manner.
Examples of hard exceptions are machine breakdowns, priority changes in processing parts, and rush orders. These events are easy to detect and usually reported by operators or automatic controllers.
Soft exceptions are unexpected trends in the behavior of the entities and resources which are not so easy to detect. A soft exception occurs when the resources and entities on the shop floor behave differently than expected, without an obvious cause for the difference. For instance, if a machine does not perform as expected, then parts may begin to accumulate in the queue in front of the machine.
This buildup may cause parts to be completed late, and the schedule, as planned, will not be met. In this case, a soft exception has occurred with no extraordinary evidence. For hard exceptions, the detection phase is trivial; however, the detection of soft exceptions is very ditllcult.
A state-based approach to detect exceptions is described in this section. The terms relating to exception detection are depicted in Each entity is assigned a unique number. Similarly, let R:
be defined with elements r$ to represent the value of state variable j of resource i at time t. Let A: be defined with components a~j representing the value of state variablej of activity i at time t.
By keeping track of the entries in the matrices E;, R:, and A:, the current status of the shop floor can be obtained at time t. Using an OLS model created using predestined arrival and departure patterns, process data, and schedule, we can compute the expected behavior and performance of entities, resources, and activities on the shop floor. Let us define E;, R~, and~m as the expectations of E;, R;, and correct and update the parameters is required to improve the precision of the detection module. Finally, the human supervisor must be "in-the-loop", so that he or she can alter the parameters to achieve varying goals.
I Synchronization
An event-time synchronization (ETS) to modi~the events and their associated times in a simulation model was developed (Manivannan et al. 1991) . ETS is achieved by altering the future event list of the OLS model in order to adjust for the differences between the model and the shop floor. This approach fails to consider the relationships between events and /E}. @], and {Al and does not make the necessary corrections to the OLS. The problems are resolved using a two-step procedure. First, the current data pertaining to @), @}, and {A) from the shop floor is transmitted to the OLS. For example, if an AGV is waiting at machine Ml on the shop floor, then the OLS model will be adjusted to ensure that an AGV is waiting at Ml at the same time. Next, the synchronization procedure utilizes an object-oriented knowledge base during the exception classification phase to determine why certain state variables disagree. For instance, let us assume that a machine takes twenty-one minutes to process a part on the shop floo~whereas, the OLS model reflects a processing time of nineteen minutes. In this case, the synchronizi~tion procedure will correct the data in the OLS model to reflect the actual performance of the shop floor. Figure 4 shlows the changes in a state variablle value over time before and after synchronization in OLS models. In fact, if we consider the lim At+O, the exception management system tends to follow approaches currently elmployed in process monitoring systems. This is undesirable for a shop floor in which the status variables do not change frequently enough to warrant continuous monitoring. Further, the CPU time required by such a monitoring scheme is quite large.
Alternatively, specification of a large At will cause the exception management system to ignore soft exceptions for a period of time longer than desirable. This further reduces the frequency with which the synchronization procedure is applied, resulting in divergence of the model and shop floor.
Hence, when the control period expires, the shop floor will almost always be in an exception state that may or may not actually exist (the exception may be merely a manifestation of the stochastic nature of the shop floor).
The choice of At is highly subjective and dependent upon the characteristics of the shop floor. The choice of At requires the human supervisor's inputs. The supervisor will specifj an initial control period, and the learning knowledge base for the exception detection phase will modify the control period as necessary. In such cases, the learning knowledge base would adjust the parameter automatically to two.
Exception Classification
The exception classification procedure is activated by the controller whenever an exception is detected. It uses the online data from the shop floor and a knowledge base consisting of multiple rulebases to determine the number, type and novelty of exceptions.
It then identifies whether synchronization andlor exception handling is appropriate. In addition, the exception classification procedure utilizes the object-oriented relationships among~}, @}, and {A} to describe the impact of exception (i.e., propagation effects). At time t,the ed_module determines whether the expected and actual performance of the shop floor agree. If the data captured is sutliciently similar to the data contained in the OLS model, then the ed_module deduces that no exception has occurred, performs synchronization, and continues to monitor the shop floor.
On Other exceptions recorded during this time period also play a significant role in classification.
For instance, if an AGV is already unavailable, the ec module considers this fact when classi@ing another excefiion. If the number of exceptions during a control horizon is more than one, then the ec module would classi@ this instance as a multiple except;on case. The ec_module contains a set of rules stored in a knowledge base that determines which situation exists and what action to take next. If scenario 1 exists, the ec_module passes the type and number of exceptions and the associated data to the eh_module.
First, the eh module ascertains the control horizon, and initializes an-internal clock to ensure timely output.
Exception handling is performed u~sing a "best control policy so far" rule to be applied when the control horizon expires. Once the control decision is reached, the In this way, the stochastic variations found within the emulated FMS and OLS are generated.
The FMS consists of six machines and four AGVS, and produces six part types. Parts arrive according to a preplanned loading schedule following an exponential distribution with a mean of twenty-five minutes. The parts are fixtured onto a pallet at a loading station requiring five minutes. The parts are transported by AGVS and processed by a series of machines. After all the processing steps are completed, the parts leave via an unloading station. The distance between any two adjacent machines is fifteen feet and the AGVS travel at a rate of twenty feet per minute. Table 1 provides the sequence and processing times for each of the six part types. (l) 0pr (2) 0pr (3) 0pr (4) 0pr (5) 0pr (6 At t = 1100, the difference was two and at this point, the ed_module detected an exception and sent a message to the supervisory controller.
Once the exception was detected, the ec module classified the disruption and the eh_module prov~ded an appropriate control decision.
SUMMARY
An integrated framework for a supervisory controller to manage exceptions on a shop floor was described. A statebased approach for detecting soft exceptions was outlined. A synchronization procedure was developed to model the shop floor more accurately. Future research will involve finther enhancements to ed_module by interfacing it with a knowledge base and online data sources. The various modules in the exception management system will be linked via an object-oriented knowledge base, a supervisor interface, and a learning base. His current research interests lie in the area of intelligent systems engineering, with an emphasis on integrating discrete-event simulation knowledge bases, and novel data acquisition techniques in logistics and manufacturing systems. He is a member of IEEE, SCS, SME and ASEE.
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